MIKE SEIDL’S ASSET ACCUMULATION
SEMINAR

Although money is an essential commodity in today’s world, there is no course with the topic of
“asset accumulation” in school or at university. Nobody teaches you how to effectively build
reserves, use loans to your advantage or efficiently work with available money.

The asset accumulation seminar is geared towards people who want to build their financial future on
solid ground. You learn the most important factors for building up reserves and working with
available capital.
This can make it possible for you to successfully realize your financial goals independently.
Without having to trust the recommendations of third parties in the process.

Topics that you can look forward to
Sustainable asset accumulation – this is how it has worked for hundreds of years – to this day, loans
influence the financial structure
Invest intelligently in the assets appropriate for you
•
•
•
•
•

Which asset options exist
What advantages the various assets have
What you absolutely must pay attention to
Where to find the right information
How you can make use of the advantages of different assets

Invest, hedge, make profits
•
•
•
•
•
•

When is the time to invest
Hedging assets
Determining when it is too early to take profits
News affects the value of your money
Drawing the right conclusions from general news
Recognizing when to use which asset to your advantage

This is what you get out of the asset accumulation seminar
After the seminar, you have detailed knowledge about how to implement promising, long-lasting
asset accumulation strategies alongside your main job.
For this, it does not matter whether you would like to start building up reserves, already have access
to a portfolio or want to reduce loans.
The application of the acquired or deepened knowledge makes it possible for you to make
worthwhile, sustainable decisions independently.

